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THE HAAGERUP TYPE CROSS NORM ON C*-ALGEBRAS

TAKASHI ITOH

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Several cross norms between the projective C*-norm and the pro-

jective cross norm are introduced. Let A and B be C*-algebras. It is shown

that || \\x
geneous.

is equivalent to on A ® B if and only if A or B is subhomo-

Introduction

In [4] Effros and Kishimoto introduced a norm on the tensor product A ® B

of C*-algebras as follows:

|x||h = inf. 1Laflî
i=i £*>,i=i

x = ^2 ax® bi G A ® B
(=1

for any x = J2"=x a, ® ô,- g A® B, which was called the Haagerup norm.

Let be the projective cross norm on A® B , namely

L = infÍY
11=1

n

Ei=i
^ ai ®btGA B

for any x = J2"=x a, <8> ¿>, g A®B .
On the tensor product of commutative C*-algebras,

aient [2], indeed
,Ci, ,i

and are equiv-

< l?<*GI

where KG is the complex Grothendieck constant.

In this paper, we introduce several Haagerup type cross norms which are not

equivalent with each other, however, if the two C* -algebras are commutative,

they coincide. One of the aims of this paper is to recognize noncommutativity

from the view point of the noncommutative Grothendieck inequality [5]. To

see the difference of these norms, we determine conditions which are equivalent.
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690 TAKASHI ITOH

As a consequence, we get that the following two conditions are equivalent in

C* -algebras A and B :

(1) || ||h is equivalent to || ||   on A®B,

(2) A or B is subhomogeneous.

By this and (cf. [1, Theorem 6.1.5; 8]), we conclude that || ||h is strictly in

between || ||max and || ||y. These strengthen the result of Huruya's [6].

Results

Let A and B he C* -algebras. We denote the set of all nxn matrices on the

complex number field C by Mn and let B(H) be all bounded operators on a

Hubert space H. It has been shown in [8] that || ||h has another representation,

which will be written in the table. We introduce several cross norms as follows

Let a G {max, max', h, h', 'h, 'h', J} and define

nx and n2 run through '

all representations of A

and B which have the

conditions in the table,

respectively J

B. Since the map nx x n2(a, b) — nx(a)n2(b)

\x\\n = sup < YJn\(ai)ni(bi)

for any x -

is bilinear,
E"=1 at ®btGA

\x\\    is independent of the decomposition x = Yl"_¿=i ai

and

max

(i) (iv)

(i) (iv)

(v)

max

(i) (iv)

(Ü) (iv)

(v)

(i)

(i)

h'

(i)

(Ü)

'h

(ii)

(i)

(Ü)

(Ü)

(iü)

(iii)

where

(i) is a *-representation,

(ii) is an anti *-representation,

(iii) is a Jordan »-representation, which is the direct sum of a ♦-representa-

tion and an anti »-representation,

(iv) is non-degenerate,

(v) is:  nx(a)n2(b) — n2(b)nx(a) for all a G A and all bGB.

It is easy to see that |  ||(t satisfies the cross norm conditions except that it

has no null space and has the condition ||<2 ® b\\   = \\a\\ \\b\\ for any a g A ,

bGB. However it is well known that

injective cross norm. We can also prove that
i< i max

I,  <
[cf. 13], where is the

by the similar way.

Hence the following asserts that || ||(i defines a cross norm.

Proposition 1. Let

(a, ß) G {(max, h), (max, 'h'), (max ', h'), (max ', 'h)}.

Then

\\x\l < \\x\\ß < llxllj
for any x G A ® B .
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Proof. Suppose that (a, ß) = (max, 'h'). Let 6 he the transpose map on

B(H) with respect to some orthonormal basis and nx (resp. n2) he an anti *-

representation of A (resp. B) on B(H). We have only to observe that 6(71^-))

is a »-representation and

¿c?(7r2(6,))c?(7r,(a;.))

;=1

¿ *i(«i)*2v*/

1=1

for any x = Yl"= \ a¡ ® ¿>, • The rest is trivial.

Remark 2. Let a g {h, h', 'h, 'h', J} .

(a) We can choose suitable nx  and n2 which attain the norm: namely, for

any x = ]T"=1 a¡® bi G A® B , there exist nx and n2 such that

n

YL%\(ai)n2(bùX

1=1

where nx and n2 satisfy the conditions in the definition of

(b) || ||    has another representation. For example,
lia   M-

I h' inf !>,*,*
(=i

Ev*
(=1

E
i=l

- ya¡®b¡EA®B

The following lemma of R. R. Smith in [12] (the non unital version is due to

T. Huruya and J. Tomiyama [7]) is useful in determining noncommutativity.

Lemma 3 [2.7]. Suppose that A is not a subhomogeneous C*-algebra.   Then,

given n and e > 0, there exist completely positive contractions pA:Mn —> A

ta: A ^Mn, suchthat \\oApAand oA:A—>M„, such that \\oJnJ - id\\ < e on Mn

We determine the pairwise difference of the norms || ||h , || ||h,, | ||.h and

|| ||.h,. Two ways of representing each norm will be needed.

Theorem 4. Let A and B be C* -algebras and let

(a,ß) G {(h, h'), (h, 'h), (h, 'h'), (h', 'h), (h', 'h'), ('h, 'h')}.

Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(1) || ||a is equivalent to || |L on A®B,

(2) A or B is subhomogeneous.

Proof. There are six cases, but it suffices to show only one case; namely (a, ß) =

(h, h') since the other cases can be shown in the same way.

(1) => (2) Suppose that neither A nor B is subhomogeneous. Given n and

e > 0, there exist four completely positive contractions pA, aA and pB, oB

which satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3. Let {e¡,}" , , be the matrix units

in M„ and let

PA(e\¡) = a¡ '   Pß(e\,) = b,       for l = l > - ' "•
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It is easy to see that 6„(oB(-)) is completely copositive [14], where 6n is the

transpose map on Mn . Then there are minimal Stinespring representations

{nx, Hx, V{} of oA and {n2, H2, V2} of oB , where nx is a »-representation

on //, of A and n2 is an anti »-representation on H2 of B. Put xn =

S"=i a¡® b( G A® B . By using a unitary dilation

U

it follows that

r* tr  tr*

yß-VtfVtf V V

-v2vx*       Ji-v2v;vxv2*
of   V. K ,

Kllh-> E^*
1=1

71,(0,.)     0

0       0
u

0       0
Lo  »2(ô.)j

> II v,

Since

we have

/=i

i=i

l^(a,-)-«i/ll<c   and   ||o„(cjb(¿.)) - ín||

Í>>X("iA))i=i XX«i=i
< E II^K)llllo„K(¿;)) - *„ll + E KK) - 'JW',-

i=i
< 2ne.

i=i

Henee

l*„IL > E<w<
i=i

2«e

= n(l-2e).

Since we can take « and e independently, we have ||xj|h, > n.

On the other hand, since pA and pB satisfy the Schwarz inequality, we have

li

Wlh<

<

EaA
i=i

n

Y,PA(eUeu)

E»>,
1=1

<

1=1

n

í>z»(*Í>i«)
1=1

Heuen
I i=i

= sfn~.

E^i^ii
1=1

This is a contradiction.
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(2) => ( 1 ) Suppose that A is «-subhomogeneous for some n. Since the

enveloping von Neumann algebra of A is of type I with bounded degree less than

«[10] and the part of the direct sum is negligible in this proof, we may assume

that A is contained in Z ® Mn where Z is a commutative von Neumann

algebra. Let x = Ylk"=\ ak®bk e ^ ® & • The ak can be rewritten as ak —

2~2" j=x ak(i, j) ® e(j , where ak(i, j) G Z . As mentioned in Remark 2, there

exista »-representation nx of A and an anti »-representation n'2 of B acting

on the same Hubert space H such that

x J2nx(ak)n'2(bk)
k=\

We can extend nx as a »-representation of Z ®Mn on a larger Hubert space

K (cf. [3, Proposition 2.10.2]). Since we allow that the representation is de-

generate, we concider that n'2 is an anti »-representation of B on K. Let Cl

he the pure state space of the commutative C*-algebra itx(Z ® \n). Then we

have

wih'< E n*i(l®ea)
/,;=i

n

E*,(afc0\./)®U*2(è*
k=\

< J2 supik2
',;=i

n

wen
*51<o(nx(ak(i,j)®lH))bk

< V] sup sup

Ar=l

m

Y,üJ(nx(ak(i,j)® \n))n2(bk)
fc=i

where n2 runs through all »-representations of B .

Now we define a »-representation ñx of A and a »-representation %2 of B

to B(H)®Mn as follows:

nMk)= E 7riK(/'J)®U®i'/
'■7 = 1

ñ2(bk) = n2(bk)®\n.

Then

|x||h, < «   sup Y,nx(ak)n2(bk)
k = \

Hence we have ||x|| h, < « ||x||h . By using a similar step, we also have ||x||h <

"2||^llh..
Suppose B is «-subhomogeneous.   This case is easier than the one above

and we have the same inequalities.

Remark 5. D. P. Blecher has already obtained the following inequality:

||x||y<||x||y<2||x||7
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for any x G A®B[l]. He also mentions that an example of U. Haagerup leads

to the best possible constant, 2, in the inequality [cf. 1, Proposition 4.2.7]. In

his thesis, || ||y is written as || ||sh .

Now we get the following relationship between || ||h and || ||  .

Corollary 6. Let A and B be C*-algebras and let ae{h,h','h,'h}. Then

the following two conditions are equivalent:

(1) || ||a is equivalent to \\ \\   on A®B,

(2) A or B is subhomogeneous.

Proof. (1) => (2) Suppose that neither A nor B is subhomogeneous, then

there exist a sequence {xn} G A®B and ß g {h, h', 'h, 'h'}, ß / a such that

\\xn\\Y > \\xjj > \\xjß > n

by Theorem 4, Proposition 1 and Remark 5.

(2)=>(1) By Theorem 4, || ||h, || ||h,, || ||.h and || ||.h, are mutually equiva-

lent. From the definition of || ||y and Remark 5, it follows that

||||7<2||||y<2(||||h + ||||h, + ||||,h + ||||.h,).

Hence there exists a constant C > 0 such that || || < C\\ \\a for any a G

{h, h','h,'h'}.
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